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Abstract
This article explores the various aspects related to the activism of Lebanese civil society actors through a
comparative approach that attempts to comprehend the wide spectrum of involvement in the postLebanese civil war’s political atmosphere and policymaking processes. Based on data collected from a
previous research mapping exercise conducted at the Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy and
International Affairs between 2018-19, a knowledge synthesis backed with recent literature on the history
of Lebanese civil society activism will be addressed in this edition. Whilst the mapping looked at different
mechanisms adopted by dissimilar forms of civil society, common struggles, aims, and circumstances
appear to have participated in determining the path and impact of these various versions of activism. The
problematic relation between these actors and the political establishment, in addition to their inconstant
dynamics with donors, media outlets, popular mindsets, and Lebanese public opinion, have longitudinally
resulted in shaping an uneven reforming practice. Lebanon went through three eventful decades since
the conclusion of a 15-year armed conflict, followed by major socio-political turbulence over the years,
and experienced a significant moment of popular awakening in October 2019, after discontinued
attempts in 2010 and 2015. While it is still difficult to confirm direct influence of this long-term activism
on the 2019 uprising, as a public reaction, a cumulative account of involvement and participation over
these past decades cannot be dismissed from the shape of the recent movement and the breadth of
newly spotted awareness and responsiveness. However, the 2020 Beirut Blast, the political unrest, and
the growing economic deterioration are drawing new paths and roles for civil society actors, who returned
to provide basic services in many places.
Keywords: civil society actors, activism, Lebanese uprising, Arab uprising, social movement, sectarianism,
clientelism, legal reforms, consociational democracy, post-war policymaking
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What stimulated and sustained the Lebanese civil movement in an era that followed intense armed
clashes between opposing Lebanese political groups, especially in light of the evolving downfall of various
state institutions and the shrinking role of trade unions? This question has resurfaced after protests
erupted on October 17, 2019, and the near total collapse of the economy and local currency. Besides the
severe division in today’s political scene between what is known as the March 8 and 14 movements (with
their different versions), a third group, unavoidably incohesive, is standing with distinctive speech(es),
agenda(s), vision(s), and approach(es) compared to the classic post-war political establishment. This third
player, mostly formed of youth, professionals, deep-rooted activists, legal reformists, or “former” political
establishment members revealed fresh faces and voices that advocated at length for change in numerous
political, social, and economic matters within their country. In fact, over the past thirty years, the realm
of Lebanese civil society work had become extensive and reached untapped areas, strategies, and aims.
It benefited from Lebanon’s tolerant adoption of international treaties and human rights discourse and
from both the progressive and degenerating social movement models in the region (Clark & Salloukh,
2013). This resulted in a relatively exclusive experience that might undeniably be analogous with the
Egyptian and Tunisian ones, to a certain extent. Lebanon’s civil society movement was, for many years,
mostly perceived by a large fragment of the public as an assembly of Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGO) or collectivities (Meier, 2015). This belief is largely based on the dwindling activity of grassroot
movements and trade unions. During the past two decades, organizations relied on outreach activities,
publicity, slogans, and funders in order to combat aspects of inequality or to provide services and aid
where official apparatuses cannot (Issa, 2019). The Issam Fares Institute (IFI) conducted research mapping
to comprehend the role and involvement of Arab civil society in policymaking processes, and a variety of
political, legal, social, economic, educational, and gender-related issues were also explored. Ten Arab
countries were studied, among which Lebanon comes as an experienced, visible, and wide-open
paradigm. The researchers mainly looked at diverse examples that can lead to an assured extraction of
themes, understandings, and conclusions. The ten cases studied in Lebanon illuminated the diversity of
the Lebanese arrangement and the multiple adopted conceptualizations of activism and upheaval.

A Canvas of Lebanese Politicking and Policymaking Attempts
Civil society in Lebanon is one of the most active in the
Middle East and the Arab region (Al-Adwani, 2019;
Haddad, 2002; Issa, 2019). Going back in time to the very
roots of its existence and function, Haddad (2002)
reveals that this activity dates back to the end of the
Ottoman era whereby many primarily religious and
community-based associations began to form. The lead
up and early years of Lebanon’s independence witnessed
the formation of sectarian organizations as well as family
and cultural associations (Deets, 2018). Leftist political
groups as well as labor unions and syndicates would go
on to be formed in the period before the civil war, in light
of the political changes in Arab surroundings; it would be
these groups that would lead civil society and political
engagement with the state until the late 90s (Ghosn &
Khoury, 2011). Once military action had settled and a new political makeup took hold, civil society
organizations accordingly underwent a shift. These new organizations would focus on issues related to
health, gender, transparency, accountability, development, and human rights, while other civil society
organizations (CSO) developed political goals in dealing with post-war government (Abou Assi, 2006).

Once military action
had settled and a new
political makeup took
hold, civil society
organizations
accordingly underwent
a shift

Lebanon’s political history reflects the parallel world of civil society waves and organizations in the
country. The country’s post-independence fragility culminated in a 15-year civil war, which ended in
sectarian power redistribution with the Taef Accord in 1990 (Salloukh, 2019; Geha, 2019). The warlords
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turned to form the main political elite, using their influence to develop a clientelist system to distribute
government jobs and services, reinforcing a code of consociational democracy. This convention, based on
a sectarian power-sharing model, was previously described by Jabbra and Jabbra (2001) as a “flawed
system of governance that cannot be maintained.” However, this formula was maintained for more than
three decades and is still ongoing. In 2005, Syria withdrew its troops from Lebanon, ending a military
presence that preserved the hand of the Syrian regime in Lebanese politics for a decade and a half. In
2006, Lebanon witnessed its second war with Israel for an unremitting 33 days. The end of the war
disturbed the political and security status quo, laying the foundation for internal military clashes in May
2008, which led to consequent in-house conflicts that eclipsed both the political and policy scenes,
paralyzing the legislation process for a long time, thus challenging any reformist vision among civil society
activists (Issa, 2019). In 2013, the existing political class postponed elections for five years. Government
failure became even more evident with the breakout of the 2015 garbage crisis, triggering mass protests
across the country (Geha, 2019). After quelling the 2015 movements, the ruling elite came to an
agreement in June 2017, and adopted a new controversial electoral law, which introduced proportional
representation in the 2018 parliamentary elections (El Kak, 2019).

Previously, the then-new NGOs and CSOs started to emerge in
the post-war period. The causes taken up by the new associations
The warlords turned to
relate to human rights, public liberties, and political rights. Unlike
form the main political
confessional organizations, they are based on the notion of
elite, using their
citizenship and good governance (D’Aspremont, 2011). AlAdwani (2019), while describing the initiation of Arab civil
influence to develop a
society, states that habitually, the well-connected, well-known,
clientelist system to
and wealthy are the groups who first started to discuss equality
distribute government
and equal rights in their private sessions and conversations.
jobs and services,
However, over time, more citizens belonging to different social
classes and professions joined this realm of discussions to
reinforcing a code of
become more inclusive of women and people affected by the
consociational
actual occurrence of inequality, which constituted the principal
democracy
beginning of civil society (Altan-Olcay & Icduygu, 2012). AlAdwani (2019) also mentions that this advanced stage of activism
led activists to discuss and adopt more varied issues and causes.
With the years, narratives were derived from the initial demands of reducing the discrepancy in rights
among citizens and groups to more advanced requests for new rights. Al-Adwani (2019) and Karajah
(2007) argue that the diverse and evolving rights’ discussions among different groups are a constitutional
pillar of the crystallization of Arab civil society.
The first Lebanese sizable march since the events of 2005 attracted around 2,000 participants on April 25,
2010, including many NGOs and associations. The most important blocks shaping the campaign
represented various orientations that eventually clashed amongst themselves, weakening the movement.
The first type of groups would be those explicitly promoting abolishing the sectarian state. The second
type consists of groups addressing particular civic or judicial issues, encouraging citizenship to create
grounds for future reform of the state, without openly declaring it. The third group of associations or
initiatives challenges the sectarian system indirectly by addressing other social issues that are, in their
view, linked or implied by sectarianism (Bahlawan, 2014).
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During the summer of 2015, protests erupted in Beirut against the
government for its inability to solve the so-called Garbage Crisis.
The process of “NGOLarge quantities of garbage flooded the streets of Beirut following
the closure of a landfill, south of the capital. Activists, CSOs, and ization” relates to the
NGOs began organizing and participating in protests that saw up professionalization of
to 100,000 people on the streets. The protests targeted state civil actors and political
institutions as part of their rhetoric against government groups into an
corruption. Calls for reform, solving the trash crisis, and organization consisting of
accountability were confronted with violence from state security
professionals working
forces (Abi Yaghi et al., 2019; Geha, 2019). The actors themselves
were also split amongst each other, acting without coordination towards a specific project
and organization; they often competed with each other. The and specific target group
nature of the movement was cross-sectarian and antiestablishment, marking a major moment in political activism in
Lebanon (Herzog, 2016). One key factor that characterizes
modern-day civil society organizations in Lebanon is that they predominantly consist of NGOs reliant on
foreign funding. The process of “NGO-ization” relates to the professionalization of civil actors and political
groups into an organization consisting of professionals working towards a specific project and specific
target group. NGOs are highly organized and funded but do not have the same mobilizing and adaptive
capabilities that social movements do, rendering them less effective in mass mobilization and impacting
social change due to their rigid organizational structures (Mitri, 2015).
Following the Garbage Crisis, the momentum continued in the 2016’s Beirut Madinati (Beirut is my city)
municipal campaign, which saw the group come close to defeating an opposing list of candidates backed
by an alliance of some of the country’s traditional political parties. The campaign set a precedence for
non-traditional political groups and encouraged new ones to form and participate in the 2018
parliamentary elections (El Kak, 2019). A national coalition, named Kulluna Watani (we are all our nation),
comprised of 66 candidates, consisting of civil society actors and independent candidates from nine
electoral districts, formed to challenge the hegemony of traditional parties and leaders. While they
revived some sense of hope amongst the middle class, reality proved to be complicated and frustrating
as Kulluna Watani only managed to win one seat out of 128. Similar to the movements we had discussed,
the coalition suffered from internal tension, disorganization, and division. Notably, the coalition lacked
the financial resources and significant connections within communities that traditional parties had (ElAmine, 2018). We can even zoom in on particular cases that highlight certain periods of mobilization and
dynamics between actors, according to the mapping.
CSOs have brought the issue of protecting Lebanon’s coast to the attention of the public through protests
and sit-ins, among other forms of demonstrations. To the actors involved, the issue of the coast is
intrinsically a matter of flagrant corruption. Organizations have been working to protect the coast as early
as 1991, if not earlier, when illegal sand-removing operations were taking place in Tyre. Nabih Berri, the
political notable of the area, did not want to risk losing the support of his constituents in fragile clientelist
post-war Lebanon.1 Until campaigns against the project began in 1999, Ramlet al-Bayda was to be turned
into a touristic project by companies and associates of the late Prime Minister Rafic Hariri. Due to
immense pressure and to avoid upsetting constituents, the project was dropped in a similar fashion to
that in Tyre; again, the political climate favored the activists.2 NGO activism has played a leading role.
These groups helped make up the Civil Campaign to Protect the Dalieh of Raouche (CCPDR), a self-funded
grassroots movement comprised of many actors that took form in 2013 to halt the privatization and
construction of Dalieh in Beirut. The movement took shape when security forces began to evict and

1
2

Ali Darwish. Personal interview.
Ali Darwish. Personal interview.
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demolish the homes of fishermen situated in the area.3 Currently, numerous groups are working to
protect Lebanon’s coast. CSOs, such as Legal Agenda and Nahnoo, act independently and in conjunction
with others. They joined the CCPDR in 2014 and recently the Lebanese Coast Coalition in 2017.
The 2012-17 period was a critical time for Lebanon, defined by numerous strikes and acts of civil
disobedience, peaking between the years 2013-14 at the hands of teachers and public sector employees,
under the umbrella of the Union Coordination Committee (UCC).4 The UCC was at the forefront of protests
and negotiations with the government following the decision to increase wages for university professors
in 2011 5 and the unsatisfactory wage scale proposed by former Minister of Finance Mohammad Safadi.6
These factors, coupled with a lack of solidarity and support from the General Confederation of Lebanese
Workers,7 triggered five years of protests, sit-ins, negotiations, political disputes, and the closure of
schools in order to secure a new public wage scale. During the UCC’s peak years, several CSOs and their
coalitions8 approached the UCC to form an even larger coalition to address not only the wage hike but
also political instability and rampant corruption, among other national concerns. The aim was to merge
the two camps into an even larger scale coalition that would have, in theory, formed one of the largest
social movements in the country’s history. However, disagreements9 between CSOs and the UCC, coupled
with internal disputes within the latter, prevented this coalition from becoming a reality.10
On another note, despite Lebanon’s reputation as a beacon for freedom of speech in the region, CSOs,
such as ALEF,11 CLDH,12 SMEX,13 and SKeyes,14 are working on archiving, aiding, and advocating against
infringements of freedom of expression; infringements based on defamation, libel, and slander. CSOs in
this domain share similar tactics and engage in information-sharing with one another on the latest news
and developments. While these organizations share similarities, they also compete with each other. For
instance, the Legal Agenda and SMEX have a joint bid in competition with SKeyes and the Maharat
Foundation for funding from the EU.15 SKeyes Director Ayman Mhanna claims that CSOs are doing the
3

Fishermen’s homes were demolished, and families evicted in response to eviction orders to clear the area for
potential real estate development. Some families accepted financial compensation from real estate companies
while others filed lawsuits in protest.
4

A collective of public sector employees, and private and public teachers. The UCC consists of the following
organizations: Teachers Syndicate of Lebanon (TSL), Public Primary School Teachers League, Public Secondary
School Teachers League, Retired Public Secondary School Teachers League, Vocational Teachers League, and
public sector employees.
5

Secondary school teachers are considered to be the backbone of the UCC and was headed by then-UCC leader
Hanna Gharib.
6

According to Nehme Mahfoud, the minister proposed a new wage scale to the UCC immediately following the
minimum wage hike decree. The UCC claimed the law did not adequately address their needs.
7
The General Confederation of Lebanese Workers was emaciated by post-war governments during the 1990’s, in
conjunction with Syrian influence, to limit opposition to government-led economic initiatives.
8

CSOs consisted of various professional syndicates and unions, among others.
The different actors involved could not agree on a common strategy and agenda, while some groups opposed
working with others.
10
Nehme Mahfoud. Personal interview.
11
ALEF act for human rights is a Lebanese non-profit, non-partisan human rights watchdog organization that
works on documenting and promoting human rights.
12
The Lebanese Center for Human Rights (CLDH) is a local non-profit, non-partisan Lebanese human rights
organization that has been active since 1996 in the struggle against arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance,
and the impunity of those perpetrating gross human rights violations.
13
A Lebanese coalition to defend free speech.
14
The Samir Kassir Foundation's SKeyes Center for Media and Cultural Freedom.
15
Ayman Mhanna. Personal interview.
9
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most they can, given the country’s current state of affairs, but are not influential enough to challenge
current policies.
Shifting to another cause, since the late 1980s, Lebanese civil society organizations have actively worked
towards improving the legal rights and living conditions of migrant domestic worker (MDW) communities
in Lebanon. While Lebanese civil society employed various methods and strategies over the years, their
work has significantly raised awareness about the abuse and exploitation MDWs face in Lebanon. The
work of NGOs with MDWs has gradually shifted from charitable aid to advocacy and empowerment
projects. The protection of MDWs extends beyond the realm of NGO-based advocacy networks and has
increasingly become a concern for other civil society actors, such as Lebanese trade union FENASOL
(National Federation of Worker and Employee Trade Unions in Lebanon). The active support of the
International Labour Organization (ILO), NGOs, and FENASOL empowered MDW communities continue
to challenge the kafala system, subsequently redefining the civil society’s organization and strategies.

One of the most prominent post-civil war movements, and
possibly the most enduring of cases in Lebanon, is that of the
One of the most
missing and forcibly disappeared. One of the pioneering CSOs
committed to this case is the Committee of the Families of
prominent post-civil
Kidnapped and Disappeared in Lebanon,16 founded in 1982.
war movements, and
Committee President Wadad Halawani, whose husband was
possibly the most
abducted that year, led a collective of other women going
through the same ordeal. Since its inception, the committee
enduring of cases in
has persistently organized and raised awareness to receive
Lebanon, is that of the
answers, together with SOLIDE.17 Former director of SOLIDE,
the late Ghazi Aad, was at the forefront with Halawani during
missing and forcibly
one of the longest running sit-ins in front of the UN house in
disappeared
downtown Beirut, advocating for their cause. Since the early
2000s, the Committee of the Families started to work closely
with multiple international and local CSOs through adopting
similar strategies to movements in Bosnia and Latin America. Eventually, the Lebanese parliament passed
Law 105 in November 2018, promising to investigate the fate of thousands of people who have been
missing through the establishment of an independent and impartial National Commission, made up of
investigators, scientists, lawyers, and a representative from the Committee of the Families.
Some of the most popular and persistent cases of civil society activity are often gender-related issues.
One of those cases has been the right to citizenship for the families of Lebanese women married to nonLebanese men. The movement is a reaction to the Lebanese citizenship law that was passed during the
French Mandate in 1925, last modified in 1960 to include the phrase, “those born to a Lebanese father
are considered Lebanese.” In 2000, the campaign “Citizenship is my right and the right of my family” was
launched in Lebanon and the region. It achieved results in various Arab countries but not in Lebanon, due
to political reasons. Several more campaigns and initiatives have been set up since then with minimal
policy impact. In fact, the ruling parties are staunchly against reforming the citizenship law by arguing that
it would disrupt the sectarian balance of the country. This situation became more difficult in 2012 with
the influx of Syrian refugees into Lebanon as politicians denounced the heightened risk of women
marrying into Syrian and Palestinian refugee communities. Several draft laws either failed or were not
addressed in parliament regarding the issue, with some politicians suggesting a Green Card style program
for women or granting them their demands if they did marry Syrian or Palestinian men. However, the
subject is no longer taboo and is often debated at the political and national level.
16

The group will be addressed as “The Committee of the Families”.
SOLIDE stands for Support of Lebanese in Detention and Exile. Established in 1989, SOLIDE has been active in its
campaign against the crimes of arbitrary detention and enforced disappearance at the hands of the Syrian army
and intelligence apparatus in Lebanon. SOLIDE was founded by activist Ghazi Aad.
17
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Similar cases include women’s rights groups’ efforts in adjusting the respective ages of custody within the
religious Personal Status Law courts of the main sects in Lebanon. Activists have been working on this
matter since 2006, and in 2014 were able to push Dar El Fatwa (Highest Sunni religious authority) to raise
the age of custody from nine to 14 years old for girls, and to 12-year-olds for boys. Similarly, “The National
Campaign to Adjust the Age of Custody within the Shiite Sect” was launched in 2012 when efforts to reach
out to Shiite politicians didn’t work.
Civil society in Lebanon also worked heavily to abolish the rape-marriage law. This law passed in 1942
and wasn’t amended until 2017. The movement around this cause began in the 90s, but only picked up
steam around the time of the Arab Spring when the issue became a topic of concern in the region. Abaad,
a women’s rights NGO, took the lead and instigated legal action to repeal the designated article, Article
522 of the Penal Code. After several successful campaigns that gained national attention, parliament
convened to abolish Article 522. However, due to pressure from religious courts, Articles 505 and 518,
which are related to sexual intercourse with minors and taking away a woman’s virginity by promising
marriage, respectively, were not abolished.

Methodology and Vision Behind the Accumulation of Stories
This paper was written on the foundation of Breaking the Mold: Arab Civil Society Actors and Their Quest
to Influence Policy-Making project carried out by the Civil Society Actors and Policymaking in the Arab
World program at the Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy and International Affairs (IFI), American
University of Beirut. The project consisted of 92 case studies conducted by 24 researchers/research
groups across numerous Arab countries, including Syria, Iraq, Palestine, Jordan, Yemen, Saudi Arabia,
Bahrain, Kuwait, Tunisia, Egypt, Morocco, and Lebanon. The researchers followed a pre-designed
template when carrying out their work. Prepared under the supervision of an advisory board of
academics, activists, and policy specialists, the template was piloted and validated before undergoing the
extensive research phase in all the countries listed above. The researchers were also asked to write a
general country overview to precede respective cases by highlighting each country’s unique social,
political, security, and economic context. The case studies were required to provide a background on the
issue at hand and the unique timeline tracking related past developments. The researchers had then to
identify the civil society actors involved, their role in the issue, and the strategies and tactics employed
on their end. Influencing factors and policy windows must also be documented, such as political
involvement, foreign funding, the role of the media, and other forms of non-civil society influence. The
case studies were then tailored to highlight any transformative moments in the final policy outcome.
Finally, the researchers chose key learning outcomes to highlight, based on the anticipated outlook of the
interviewees and their own interpretations.
Researchers were required to carry out a minimum of three interviews with relevant stakeholders related
to their cases. For the ten Lebanese cases, a total of 35 interviews were conducted, with interviewees
ranging from government advisors, former members of parliament, former ministers, journalists, NGOs,
INGOs, academics, consultants, union heads, trade union members, lawyers, community leaders, religious
figures, and a variety of activists. Researchers also relied on internet-based open-source data collection,
such as previously published work, media reviews, and other open sources of information. The
completion and analysis of all the cases, from a holistic perspective, allowed for certain themes to be
synthesized, which this paper addresses in its thematic analysis. The Lebanese cases (of which the
precedent section reveals main aspects to inform the background) were selected based on the diversity
of tools and aims, the form of activism, the domain of the issue, in addition to policy amplitude, in order
to ensure an even representation of the Lebanese activism narrative and respective policy and advocacy
outcome. Here is a table that shows the profile of the ten cases studied, and the fields they covered. The
majority addressed the involvement, strategies, and challenges that faced Lebanese civil society in the
topics listed below and were carried out and written by the Issam Fares Institute researchers before
undergoing two rounds of reviews by the project’s expert advisory committee.
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Table 1
Title

Authors

Examined fields

Lebanese civil society actors and
the protection of freedom of
expression in Lebanon

Alexi Touma, Dany Youness,
and Élise Doumergue

Political rights, freedoms, violations,
journalism, liberties, oppression, human
rights, and social and classical media.

Lebanese civil society actors and
the implementation of a new public
wage scale

Alexi Touma

Social protection, public education, teacher’s
movements, civil mobilization, the
intervention of the political groups, and
trade/workers’ unions.

Lebanese civil society actors and
the old tenancy agreements

Dany Youness

Social protection, social and economic rights,
legal reforms, grassroot advocacy and
activism, and inclusive housing policies.

Lebanese civil society actors and
the forcibly disappeared people
during the Lebanese civil war

Alexi Touma and Saskia
Huijgen

Post-war reforms, transitional justice, rightto-knowledge, justice for the civil war victims,
and the challenged implementation of the
laws.

Lebanese civil society actors and
the case of female migrant
domestic workers

Frida Rintakumpu

Social and economic rights, gender, migration
rights, the sponsorship system (Kafala), and
social mobilization.

Lebanese civil society actors and
the spinneys’ workers union

Alexi Touma

Social and economic rights, collective and
grassroot movements, social protection, and
political decision-making.

Lebanese civil society actors and
the protection of the public
maritime properties in Lebanon

Alexi Touma

Public space and properties, collective
movements, disputes and grassroots
movement tactics, and the conflict between
public and political interests.

Lebanese civil society actors and
their attempt to amend the
nationality law

Fatima Moussawi and Laura
Trad

Gender inequality, nationality law,
citizenship, legal reforms, constitutional
shortfalls, political challenges and disputes,
and women’s rights.

Lebanese civil society actors and
the attempt to change the child
custody age in the Shiite courts

Fatima Moussawi and Sara El
Banna

Gender, women’s rights, children’s rights,
religious authorities, feminist movements,
and religious reforms.

Lebanese civil society actors and
the abolishing of rape law 522

Fatima Moussawi

Gender, women’s rights, criminal law,
feminist movement in Lebanon, political
intrusion, and sectarian system.

A Summary of Ten Lebanese Case Studies Conducted by IFI’s Research Team
Note. These cases are published on the Issam Fares Institute website.
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Discussion: Lebanese Civil Society Realities and Challenges
Personal Causes vs. Funded Battles: Stimulating Activism and Expanding the Conquest
When the cases of Lebanon were completed, one of the prominent
themes that unraveled was the stark difference in the success rate
The personal
between initiatives stemming from an individual’s personal and
financial wellbeing and those undertaken by foreign-funded NGOs and
connection to
other similar activist groups. When assessing success, we looked at the
the issues was a
case of the families of the missing and forcibly disappeared and the
teacher’s movement, as the foremost examples. The former’s cause is
key driving
personal to those involved, as members of the leading group
factor and a
Committee of the Families have all had a loved one abducted during
crucial element
the Lebanese civil war. The grief and neglect they felt when the war
ended manifested into a drive to seek the truth. Active till this day, the
for
Committee has garnered the support of the media establishment in
sustainability
the country, prominent domestic figures, and members of
government. They were able to see Law 105 pass in parliament in 2018
and bring their cause to the national and political agenda. The
personal nature of the issue to families has pushed them forward for over three decades with minimal
foreign funding (to avoid any attempt of politicization). The intensity and duration of the activism is the
key factor that has defined their movement and led to their policy victories over a resistant and negligent
political class. Similarly, the teacher’s movement began in 2012 and culminated in passing Law 46 in 2017.
The movement began when the issue of raising the minimum wage in Lebanon was being discussed in
government. The teacher’s movement, united under the Union Coordination Committee (UCC), set out
to guarantee that private- and public-school teachers would also benefit from the wage increase. The
movement occurred during a politically unstable period for Lebanon, when the presidency post was
vacant, the war in Syria was spilling over into Lebanon, and parliament extended its mandate. The five
years of activism caused delays in academic years and political groups to bicker. Most prominently, the
UCC used its large numbers to protest, effectively pushing the government to negotiate a wage scale. The
teachers protested in their thousands and were united in their demands to secure better wages; these
factors combined allowed the movement to push for its ultimate goal. Despite the UCC being heavily
infiltrated by a united list of candidates supported by traditional political parties in 2015, the years of
activism were actualized with Law 46.
The personal connection to the issues was a key driving factor and a crucial element for sustainability.
Other CSO movements, such as the one to protect public maritime property in Lebanon, greatly differed.
Activists have addressed the issue of Lebanon’s coast as early as the 90s with varied success rates.
Movements in Tyre against illegal sand extraction, Ramlet El Bayda during Rafic Hariri’s tenure as prime
minister, and the movement to protect Raouche’s Dalieh in 2015 were successful for the reasons
elaborated above. In Tyre, members of the community were opposed to the illegal sand operations that
were running rampant during the civil war and were heavily protested. Operations were halted and the
coast designated a nature reserve as a result of elected officials in the area not wanting to lose support
from their electorate during politically turbulent times. A similar situation occurred in Ramlet El Bayda
and Dalieh. Members of the community and local fishermen were heavily impacted by plans to privatize
the coast and began to protest. This halted further discussion of privatization at the time. It is clear the
impacted families and local communities’ active role was imperative in producing positive results.
Following the past success of movements in safeguarding the coast, it seemed hopeful that when the
Lebanese Coalition of the Coast formed progress would ensue. The coalition consists of numerous NGOs
of various orientations, activists, fishermen’s unions, and academics. However, based on information
collected during our research, the coalition has proven to be dysfunctional due to internal division and
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competition between groups. Since its inception, the coalition has largely been inactive in a meaningful
sense. Members involved have highlighted the internal competition between groups trying to take credit
for collective actions, as a means of leverage, in securing foreign funding for their own needs.
Organizational issues have also been a major concern as coalition members are reluctant to agree on a
common agenda. In the meantime, NGOs in particular unilaterally implement their own agendas.

The Miscommunication Trap
Another possible factor affecting the work of coalitions is NGOs and certain elements of Lebanese civil
society have been deemed, by segments of the population, as elitist and out of touch with local realities.
These communities, as mentioned earlier, hold great sway in terms of mobilization and ultimately shaping
advocacy and the policy process. Communicating with these communities is essential for the work of any
actor, including NGOs. During our research, language constraints and communication strategies are often
overlooked in gaining local community support. In addition, the financial and organizational models of
some NGOs prove flawed. There has been a trend over the years for NGOs to commonly advocate for
various and diverse policy issues, depending on which issues entail more promising funding prospects. As
a result, these NGOs operate in a tightly knit circle with members and actors easily recognizable amongst
policymakers. While the intention to take up many pressing issues is honorable, select groups and
individuals merely ride the wave of trending issues without seeing advocacy through on a given issue
before moving on.
As highlighted, there is a distinct difference between the work of activists in Lebanon. In the case of the
disappeared, the teacher’s movement, child custody, and early efforts to protect the shore
communication and the involvement of local communities was crucial in securing a positive outcome.
When issues are adopted by activists or NGOs seeking funding (Which is natural and required for
sustainability and effectiveness), there is a discrepancy in outcomes. One cannot exclude that corruption
and political influence are major obstacles in shaping policy; however, the organization, strategies, and
actors’ agendas can still bypass obstacles, granted the sustainability of civil action persists. It seemed
hopeful that when the Lebanese Coalition of the Coast formed, progress would ensue. Funding, being the
main catalyst in the initiation and construction of many of these initiatives, is perceived as the main
challenge to keep allies unified and working collectively to achieve their goals (Nagel & Staeheli, 2015).

Struggles Amongst the Feminist Movement
The Lebanese feminist movement journey is no different. The mapping addressed four gender-related
issues showing the more personal the example is, the more pronounced and assertive the movement can
be, even in circumstances where funding is absent. The matter of child custody in the Sunni and Shiite
courts was a case on point. This issue revealed how non-funded initiatives that aimed to change religious
institutions from within, to ensure a just custody, succeeded in mobilizing the public. The initiative,
backed with personal loads of legal and social defeats and major discrepancies, became a pressing
movement that altered, for the first time in legal history, official religious cleric decisions regarding child
custody. The change occurred in a conservative community that is mostly ruled by a deep-seated religious
institution, such as Dar Al Fatwa and religious-political parties (Hezbollah and Amal). With leadership
shifting to support child custody initiatives, seeing women who strongly abide by the rigid authority of
the Shiite and Sunni religious court is accredited to the initiatives’ exclusive efforts. In addition to the
systematic and continuous advocacy of founders and participants—mothers fighting for their right to
child custody—the initiatives’ speech presented the main element behind the gradual change despite the
complete absence of funding and CSOs’ collective support.
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Funding as a Question of Survival and Autonomy for Civil Society
The strained relationship between civil society and funding has been frequently brought up (Clark &
Salloukh, 2013). Funding presented a concern, in light of its frequent to sporadic availability, which
impacts the sustainability of CSOs’ work and the recurrent use of the finance element, as an accusation
of belonging to and adopting a foreign agenda for change (Carapico, 2002; Yom, 2005). Civil society
funding in Lebanon cannot be detached from “democratization attempts”, or what has been portrayed in
the post-September 11 and 2003 Iraq invasion’s political discourse as “promotion of democracy in the
Middle East” (Nagel & Staeheli, 2015). This financial trend in Western institutional vision mainly came as
part of September 11’s aftermath with the aim of stimulating civil society activity as a transformative
factor in influencing geopolitical ambitions in the Middle East (Doyle, 2016; Hawthorne, 2004).
In the case of Lebanon, funders are interested in covering issues
that are related to health, women and gender, refugees, promotion
The traditional funding
of transparency and good governance, environmental reforms, and
protocols make any
fighting institutional corruption, among countless others (Abou
Assi, 2006). This variety of subjects comes as a mainstay in the
case where “a formal
aforementioned democratization sequence (Hermez, 2011).
written proposal” is
Support is usually given in the form of financial maintenance for
lacking and neo-liberal
locally established and longstanding NGOs (after undergoing
subjects that speak to
internal and external procedures). Sometimes this assistance
the “universal” values
comes through international NGOs or United Nations’ bodies in
are missing, left
Lebanon. This happens within a framework of ensuring that the
liberal and democratic values are transferred to “populations and
without financial
realms where they seem to be missing.” Such a process perceives
support and media
citizenship as a geopolitical practice in transitional societies,
focus
according to Nagel and Staeheli (2015). Funding rationales aside,
the traditional funding protocols make any case where “a formal
written proposal” is lacking, where neo-liberal subjects that speak
to the aforementioned values are missing, left without financial support and media focus (Giffen & Judge,
2010). Therefore, the old tenants, Spinneys workers, the forcibly disappeared, and women’s child custody
initiatives to rectify the laws in Muslim courts in Lebanon seemed to be out of this equation. In the first
two cases, we can talk about subjects that were not well installed in the democratization scheme, in its
most classical forms or requirements. However, in the third and fourth cases, there was a necessity to
keep sensitive battles, where radical Islamic institutions and ruling elites are involved, “away from any
acts of western democratization”. This happened to keep the confrontation alive between civil society
(on one side) and religious institutions, and the civil war heritage, on the other. In these four cases, the
dependence of the initiatives on community-collected funding, personal leads, and on personal stories
ensured trustworthiness among the public and in maintaining momentum.

Is Lebanese Civil Society “Still NGO-ized”?
Funding-based projects confined the feminist activism in an what is called an NGO-ized framework with
limited collaboration and mounting competition for grants and publicity, since the early 2000s. It directed
organizations to become more policy oriented, driven by quick results, which gave little space and support
for sustainability, rising initiatives, and prevailing issues. Jad (2003) stated in her article, “NGO-ization of
Arab women’s movement,”—the startup of democratization funding—that the growing trend of NGOs
can be perceived as a real bottom-up form of democracy. However, according to Jad, this uncovers an
upward reliance on western donors that are not necessarily aware of or interested in all pressing and
pertinent issues. In these case studies, NGO work still seems to greatly define the general picture of
activism, at least in Lebanon. Issues that are not adopted by NGOs are usually led by individual or
collective initiatives, mostly for personal or community reasons. Funding discontinuity is one of NGO-
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ization’s problematic aspects, as shown in the mapping. The lack of funding, in many cases, ceased acts
of advocacy, slowed down follow-ups, and altered the initial aims of many campaigns.
Abolishing the rape law (Law 522) came as a significant
triumph that followed thorough campaigning and legal
lobbying, back in 2017. However, that important victory
remained partial due to the permanence of the child
marriage article that kept “the protection outcome”
largely incomplete. Once they precisely fulfilled the goal
of abolishing Law 522, organizations working on the issue
moved smoothly to the issue of sexual harassment
without tapping on the other problematic article that
diminished the main objective of protection. In 2017-18,
the famous worldwide #me_too campaign had gone viral
with the ultimate focus of discussing sexual harassment,
making the understandable and expected shift that
occurred among Lebanese NGOs’ main discourse. In their
analysis of the NGO-ization impact on the structure and
autonomy of women’s organizations in Bangladesh, Nazneen and Sultan (2009) argue the influence of
NGO-ization differs according to the topic itself, in addition to the characteristics and scope of the
organization. While small women’s organizations might lose autonomy and prioritize ties with donors,
national-level organizations might be able to strategically mobilize resources and advance their own
agendas to maintain their feminist character. Further research is required to understand if this is the case
among Lebanese feminist organizations, given that each experience shows a unique outcome.

The lack of funding, in
many cases, ceased
acts of advocacy,
slowed down followups, and altered the
initial aims of many
campaigns

NGO-ization is not exclusive among feminist movements whether in Lebanon, the Arab region, or
worldwide. The NGO-ization process has led to a disordering in the confines between the main advocacy
issues, the development agenda, and the diverse activism discussions. Lang (2013) and Ungsuchaval
(2016) state that an NGO-ized civil society is a civil society that is no longer roughly organized, horizontally
scattered, and generally assembled and equipped. However, it has become more professionalized,
vertically structured, and policy-outcome-oriented, focusing on generating issue-specific and marketable
expert services or knowledge. Despite being determined and systematic in comparison to other civil
society forms, NGO-ization participates in steadily dissociating organizations from their social depth. It
tends to overpower them with modern technical challenges and worries, and customary administrative
approaches (Chutima, 2004). This is one of the features observed in the issue of “saving the public
maritime properties,” where people of concern were repeatedly sidelined by the NGO-ized wing of the
civil/political battle.

Lebanese Media Standing with and Against the Cause
While funding seems to be critical in shaping the scope and impact of civil society work, media presents
no less of a key factor, according to our findings (Abou Assi, 2006). Media, especially social media,
displayed a notable pillar in many of the cases we studied. Media helped some of the cases through
promoting the cause and serving as a tool for awareness. In some other cases, media attacked the cause
promoted by CSOs or created a kind of dispute and controversy that weakened the cause. Bhuva Narayan
(2013) defined the dynamic between social media and global activism as a clickable solidarity, two years
after massive waves of protests toppled the regimes in the Arab region and in different parts of the world
in 2011. Civil society is a form and a part of the civil sphere, which relies on the notion of solidarity. When
physical solidarity becomes challenged, virtual support appears and starts to construct another account
of realities. The notion of solidarity relies on the existence of practices and spaces that can support its
continuation and purpose. Social media platforms can offer this space, as well as cherishing the promotion
of information and interaction practices, especially that it has the ability to bring citizens into their own
social fabrics. This solidarity is referred to as clicktivism and is described as “shallow activism” (Karpf,
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2010). However, Juris (2012) thinks that this solidarity, “[creates] horizontal connections across diversity
and difference by helping other political actors interpret such practices,” which might initiate action. Juris
(2012) also indicates the solidarity of social media molds the interactions among people, creates
arrangements of social and political communication, aggregates large numbers of individuals, and
prepares them to shift from virtual to physical spaces.
Between clicktivism and organic activism there is a wide spectrum that discloses the relation between
Lebanese civil society and media. In the issue of Spinneys workers, media played an organic role in
advancing the rights of employees through the intense follow-up and advocacy led by Al Akhbar journalist
(Back then) Mohamad Zbeeb and the legal analyst platform “The Legal Agenda”. These two media outlets
supported the workers’ cause and played a pivotal role in advancing the issue on the public agenda,
increasing awareness around it, and legally backing the workers. Some suppose that clicktivism might
weaken the impact of these issues. However, on the issues of child custody, nationality law, abolishing
the rape law, and freedom of expression, social media was a factual preparatory platform for the physical
grouping that led to gradual and factual changes.
Conventional media might behold another perspective and play a more projected and defined role. Media
channels in Lebanon are mainly owned by political parties or businessmen who support and adopt
political ideologies/agendas. Only one television channel and one radio station are owned and supervised
by the state’s Ministry of Information. Therefore, it is difficult to imagine an innovative and unrestricted
exchange of information on such platforms. In other words, the Lebanese conventional media is not
homogeneous and would not portray or support any act of activism against politics and policies backed
and oriented by the political elite. While we sometimes witness strong advocacy for one of the causes,
we also see a total silence or indifference towards other issues that are not aligned with the politics of
the media channel itself. This might have been mostly revealed during the 2019 October uprisings where
TV and radio were significantly selective about the coverage and the activists they chose to represent.
This political complexity nurtured the relation between activists and social media/ alternative media that
are more open to everyone and highly accessible to the youth (Maamari & Zein, 2014).

Lebanese Civil Society Facing the Lebanese System
The freedom and autonomy of civil society remains highly questionable in a region where public and
private are convoluted and where civil society presents no exception (Al-Adwani, 2019). Among the cases
we addressed, we found that an adequate margin of freedom has often been tactically set for Lebanese
activists throughout the years while, in specific cases, activists were partially or totally inhibited and
silenced. The question of freedom might be the main subject in the territory of Arab and Lebanese
activism. Civil society appears today as the embodiment of liberal acts, speeches, and gatherings.
However, there must be an understanding that behind this scene, the strength and fears of the state are
in charge of tweaking many of activism’s realities and containing the engagement of activists in the
political and social spheres. In a country where the state adopts a restricted atmosphere, it keeps activism
standing in the dichotomy of non-oppression and non-freedom. One of the state’s tricks is the regulatory
frameworks that repeatedly challenge civil society activists while trying to address policy reforms (AltanOlcay & Icduygu, 2012; Stephan, 2012).

Between Cautious Activism and Incomplete Activism
The Egyptian and Turkish states contained the feminist demands by creating what is called “state
feminism”. The era of Suzanne Mubarak is an example on Egypt. Similarly, the Lebanese regime founded
a liberal façade to cover up a reality where freedoms and rights are widely restricted (Maktabi, 2013).
Such practices allow liberty space within the area of state control, more precisely, in the private backyard
of the state where slight freedoms don’t come contradictory with core constituents of the system
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(Cavatorta & Durac, 2010). This mapping spotted many
instances where the state used non-classical tactics to limit
the effectiveness of activism without explicitly affecting the
freedom of activism. Freedom restriction keeps expanding as
a trick in the relation between state and civil society.
Historically, the Lebanese state exercised bureaucracy when it
comes to CSO registration as one of the acts that reflect state
intentions towards CSOs (Abou Assi, 2006). Another
peculiarity spotted in the mapping is the use of the state for
legal space where battles and debates can majorly take place
thus weakening and delaying the causes for activism in the
first place. In other words, Lebanese civil society found itself,
on several occasions, drafting laws—a basic obligation of the
elected Lebanese parliament—and pushing for them in
cabinet and legislative communities. Throughout the years,
such a legal process drained activists and exhausted their time
and resources. These organizations tend to celebrate having a
law passed rather than having critical change engraved in
cultural, political, and social practices. Despite allowing
activists to occupy a large legal space, this space presented a
structural challenge within activism’s dynamics for most of them as it limited their involvement in tangible
change. Activism concluded after laws were passed, often without effective enactment. While working
towards their social adjustment purposes, Lebanese activism tends to settle for legal reform initiatives,
and by doing so is distracted from the holistic framework of change they had initially aimed for.

The state used
non-classical
tactics to limit the
effectiveness of
activism without
explicitly
affecting the
freedom of
activism

Another form of activism restriction is revealed in the official discourse continuously employed to accuse
civil society of adopting a foreign agenda and executing a “democratizing program.” This issue strongly
resurfaces whenever civil society discusses family or war-related issues. To counter this wave, activists
had to crowdfund their campaigns, show the utmost transparency, and communicate on a daily basis with
people to avoid political and popular blame and indicts. This approach was widely used during the 2019
protests as senior politicians questioned protestors’ agendas and inquired about their aims and sponsors.
In many of the cases we mapped, we noticed that, through state experience, some of the NGOs that dealt
with legal reforms became more aware of what to ask the state for. In this paper, we do not intend to
judge the strategies adopted by different organizations nor state whether they are right or wrong.
However, we want to present to the reader that state assertiveness significantly fluctuates its tactics,
methodology, and sometimes demands on civil society actors. ABAAD, that aimed to abolish the rape law,
was strategic about only targeting legal material that is not sensitive to the political and religious classes.
It avoided any discussion related to other sensitive legal materials; according to the coordinators of the
campaign, this selectivity was intentional and tactical. Afterall, ABAAD that did not target other “systemsensitive” articles, succeeded in abolishing this article, as it had initially stated, within a short period of
time. However, the campaign calling for the right of women to pass on the Lebanese nationality to their
families is still facing official objections. The nationality campaign’s approach refuses any of the midway
solutions proposed by the state, such as the Green Card option and the exclusion of some nationalities
from the law. This dominant advocacy stand is aiming for a solid and just reform on this issue as it is more
focused on the content of the demand rather than achieving any form of reform.

Bordered by Sectarianism
Activism in Lebanon is at the mercy of “inevitable sectarianism” that already exists at the core of the
Lebanese system (Baumann, 2016). Geha (2019), in an interpretation of the 2015 garbage crisis
movement, indicates that Lebanon’s sustained sectarian framework maintains a system of governance
through networks of clientelism. In such a framework, formal opposition to the regime becomes
practically difficult, especially in light of the dreadful socio-economic conditions. It is safe to say that even
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civil society in Lebanon is plagued with the sectarianism and clientelism formula that predates the 1975
civil war. Although the largest part of Lebanese civil society called for the downfall of the sectarian regime
in 2010, some organizations working in the realm of civil society act within a sectarian outline (Baumann,
2016; Kingston, 2013). They necessarily provide services and assistance to vulnerable groups belonging
to certain sects or adjacent to specific political parties. This happens through the organization of a political
structure that takes up the state’s absence in welfare provision when responding to communities’ needs.
With such a setup, CSOs are likely to reconstruct and enforce, rather than demean, the disruptive shapes
of the existing political regime (Kingston, 2013; Salloukh, 2019).
In parallel, over the past three decades, Lebanese civil society confronted corruption, an ineffective
judiciary, clientelism, social and economic inequalities, and discrimination in personal status matters
(Corstsange, 2018). Of all these battles, the demands that attacked the sectarian nature of the system
were challenged and abolished. The case of the nationality law is a suitable example to use. While the
legal structure does not contradict the nationality campaign demands, the sectarian discourse of rightwing political groups remains the main obstacle before the law. The fear of “unbalanced demographic
division” and sectarian imbalance fueled the oppositional discourse that refuses to pass this law. Likewise,
the implementation of the disappeared law was also inhibited by fears of attacking the sectarian balance
and “post-conflict understanding”, post-civil war.

Conclusion
Civil society in Lebanon, like many other civil societies in the Arab and Middle Eastern region, is struggling
to preserve an identity amongst the social, economic, and political turbulence taking over public-private
dichotomies. Despite dysfunctional trade unions and social collective infrastructures, civil society
attempted to protect its autonomy, agency, and independence from the state through distancing itself
from state apparatus yet without unavoidable constant clashes with it. However, this independence did
not necessarily translate into an independence from foreign donors, media strategies, and the sectarian
arrangement on which the Lebanese state was founded. Sectarianism and clientelism being two major
traits in Lebanon’s precise character, constitution and practices could not but affect the trajectory of civil
society. Organizations, movements, and individuals that raised their voices against sectarian leaderships
and power-sharing in the country had to continuously face this during their extensive reforms journey. In
many cases, our project mapped activists that experienced utter difficulties and legislative obscurities due
to the state’s sectarian nature. Although the Lebanese people are certainly fed-up with the political and
economic performances of these parties, they could not identify a suitable alternative with civil society,
which was visible in critical consequent elections. As a culmination of this confrontation, civil society lost
its battle against political parties in the 2018 parliamentary elections that reappointed the same
politicians.
The experiences of Lebanese CSOs over the past thirty years reveal a wide remoteness between the
systematic activism exercised by most NGOs and collectives and their popular grounds. Being mostly
NGO-ized and funded, a large part of this activism became dependent on the presence of support and its
continuity. This immense reliance on funding minimized the chances of having independent initiatives,
although most of the independent initiatives proved to be successful and close to people’s concerns.
These discrepancies cannot be perceived away from the deficient communication, difference in speeches,
and the top-down approach that became obvious traits among many organizations. Following the events
of September 2001, communication and funding reside in the realm of democratization attempts directed
towards the region. Such a scene started a decade after the end of a war that almost destroyed an
established framework of activism that mainly relied on unions and syndicates.
Civil society in Lebanon produces momentum that disturbs the grounded political state, especially in
situations of severe unrest and political dispute; however, at each point, it mislays cohesiveness,
excitement, and reverts to a procedural unruffled form of activism. We might be talking here about a part
of the Lebanese civil society that built a form of comfort zone to practically match the aims of change
within the freedom boundaries of the state. In such a scenario, activism that does not come up against
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the sectarian, political, and clientelist constituents of the state might lead to more rapid change, and
certainly not the case when the call comes against these notions. Perhaps it is clever activism that does
not annoy the state excessively, although many of its battles are oriented against the main configurations
of its identity. Issues that tapped into major state restrictions were left unresolved despite the immense
activism, time, effort, lobbying, and disruptions. After the Beirut Blast, Lebanese civil society shifted
towards a more humanitarian form, supporting affected people and households. Such a shift was
accompanied by the almost complete downfall of the economic situation, which also widened the
humanitarian aspect of the civil society activists’ work. In this situation, while the activism scene is
supposed to shrink in favor of humanitarian/social work and engagement, Lebanese civil society is
preparing to battle the 2022 elections facing the political establishment. These battles, inspired by a
lengthy journey of accomplished and failed reforms, are nowadays motivated by the intention of
completing more radical and essential change needed in light of the grand national collapse.
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